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1
Abstract
Biodiversity loss is one of the major threats to humanity. This has led to an
increasing amount of research on biodiversity on genetic and species levels.
Studies of diversity at the ecosystem level has however been neglected. An
important aspect of ecosystems is food webs that describe the predation-prey
interactions between species. Properties explaining the topological structure of
food webs can be used to compare and highlight differences between
ecosystems. In the present study, topological network properties are used to
compare the diversity of network structures between groups of empirical food
webs. Differences between 45 aquatic and 45 terrestrial food webs are
compared as well as the effects of species richness on lake network structure
diversity. Network structure diversity is measured as the average Euclidean
distance from food webs to their group centroid in a multidimensional space of
network properties. While the average network structure differs between aquatic
and terrestrial food webs, no significant difference in variation is found. For 128
Swedish and 48 North American lake food webs, increasing species richness is
shown to decrease network structure diversity. A higher diversity of network
structures could potentially indicate a more ways to cope with disturbances or
provisions of a higher variety of ecosystem services. Preliminary tests of
ecosystem diversity effects on stability were conducted but proved inconclusive.
2
Introduction
Biodiversity is an important and well-studied concept in biology (e.g. Cardinale
et al. 2012, Gaston 2000). During the last century there has been an ever
increasing rate of species extinction (Barnosky et al. 2011) caused by effects
such as habitat loss and fragmentation (Fischer and Lindenmayer 2007) and
climate change (Bellard et al. 2012, Parmesan 2006). This has been shown to
potentially lead to disastrous ecological consequences during the next century
(Pereira et al. 2010, Sala et al. 2000). As biodiversity is closely related to
ecosystem services (Cadotte et al. 2011, Hooper et al. 2005) this is an ever
growing concern across the world (Rands et al. 2010). As a response, the UN
Convention on Biological Diversity calls for increased protection of
biodiversity on genetic, species and ecosystem levels (Glowka et al. 1994). This
has led to a rapid increase in biodiversity studies during the last decades,
especially focused on genetics or species richness and abundance evenness
(Gaston 1996, Harper and Hawksworth 1994, Lai et al. 2015). However, studies
of diversity at the ecosystem level are still missing.
On an ecosystem scale, research is often concentrated on the interactions among
species (Miranda et al. 2013, van der Putten et al. 2004, Reiss et al. 2009) and
how these affect different ecosystem features, such as robustness (Dunne et al.
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2002, Gross et al. 2009, Melián and Bascompte 2002). This is often done by
portraying ecosystems as networks, where species are seen as nodes connected
by links that represent their interactions. The type of interactions represented
can vary depending on which kind of systems that are being investigated, e.g.
food webs or parasitic networks (Briand and Cohen 1984). Different structural
properties of the network can then be quantified. Examples of such properties
are connectance, proportion basal species or degree correlation of the network
nodes (Vermaat et al. 2009). Much research is being done on how these network
properties affect ecosystem stability (e.g. Donohue et al. 2013). For instance,
compartmentalization has been shown to stabilize food webs (Stouffer and
Bascompte 2011) and connectance has been shown to affect ecosystems
resistance to species loss and secondary extinctions (Dunne et al. 2002, Eklöf
and Ebenman 2006).
While much research has focused on the network properties and exact structure
of ecosystems, variation of these topological measurements in groups of
networks has been overlooked. Studies has investigated how aquatic and
terrestrial food webs differ (Dunne et al. 2004) but not if the variation of
topological network structures is higher in one of the categories. That is, if the
food webs are more similar to each other in one of the categories than in the
other. As ecological services have been shown to be closely related to network
structure (Hooper et al. 2005, Montoya et al. 2003), the degree of similarity
between ecosystems could potentially affect the diversity of ecosystem services,
as well as provide indications of their further availability in case of ecosystem
collapses.
The present study will attempt to quantify biodiversity on an ecosystem scale by
comparing the variation in network structure among food webs. Groups of
published aquatic and terrestrial food webs from Globalweb (Thompson 2012)
will be compared with regard to their diversity of network structures. As these
types of ecosystems has been shown to differ in average network structure
(Dunne et al. 2004), it is possible that there also are differences in network
structure variation between them. Species richness has also been shown to be
related to several network properties (Riede et al. 2010, Vermaat et al. 2009)
and it is possible that it might affect the variation of these properties Lake food
webs will be used to compare the diversity of network structures between
groups of species rich and poor ecosystems. It is possible that the diversity of
food web network structures is connected to the stability of the ecosystems. A
cursory analysis of this will be made by estimating and relating the topological
robustness of the ecosystems to their structural uniqueness.
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3
Material and methods
3.1 Food webs
From the Globalweb data base (Thompson 2012), 45 food webs each of aquatic
and terrestrial ecosystems were collected. The food webs were of similar
resolution and each group had similar spans of species number (between 5 and
154) and connectance (between 0.02 and 0.24). Food webs with parasites or
pollinators were excluded to keep all systems comparable and all interactions
representing predation.
To investigate the effects of species richness on ecosystem diversity, 50 lake
food webs from the Adirondack, USA, (Sutherland 1989) were assessed. These
50 food webs were composed together and contain subsets of a pool of 220
species. They have identical linkage criteria and resolution (Havens 1992)
which reduces the number of confounding factors in the analyses. The food
webs were divided into balanced groups with the 25 most species rich (more
than 36 species) in one and least species rich (36 species or less) in the other. As
with the Globalweb data, the groups had similar connectance span (between
0.05 and 0.16).
To complement the published Adirondack data, 128 new food webs were also
composed using species lists from Swedish lakes with the WebBuilder function
(Gray et al. 2015a) for R (R Core Team 2013). Species lists of fishes,
phytoplankton and benthic fauna were collected from SLU (Nationellt Register
över Sjöprovfisken - Nors 2016, Miljödata MVM 2016). The species lists were
composed during test fishing and environmental monitoring surveys of lakes in
Sweden with standardized methods. Food webs were created by using a
database of known, pair-wise interactions (Gray et al. 2015b) to find all known
predation interactions between the species of each lake (Gray et al. 2015a). As
we lack complete understanding of the trophic interactions of all species,
different taxonomic levels were used to describe them. Fish and benthic fauna
were set to predate on all species they had been described to eat. Then they were
set as prey of all species that predated on any species in their genus. In cases
where the surveys did not identify organisms to a species level, they received
the interactions of all species in their lowest identified taxonomic level.
Phytoplankton species belonging to the same taxonomic order were modeled as
a single node to keep basal species from completely dominating the food webs.
Taxonomic information for all species was collected using the taxize function
(Chamberlain et al. 2014) in R (R Core Team 2013) with the ncbi taxonomy
database (NCBI Resource Coordinators 2013). The Swedish food webs were
compared with the 50 Adirondack food webs (Havens 1992) and deemed
similar enough to be credible for analyses. They were then handled as the
Adirondack lakes and divided into two groups with half of the food webs
considered species poor (75 species or less) and half considered species rich
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(more than 75 species). The groups had similar connectance spans (0.06 and
0.20).
3.2 Network properties
For all food webs 27 different network properties were calculated (Table 1), all
in some way related to ecosystem stability. Several properties were however
correlated in varying degrees depending on the dataset. To minimize correlation
effects, the eight least correlated network properties were selected for each data
set (Table 1). The choice of using just eight network properties was made after
an analysis of the effect of choosing combinations of 3 to 28 properties. There
was no large change in relative difference between the groups when adding
more variables (appendix 1). All network properties were then normalized by
subtracting each value with the data set mean and dividing them with the data
set standard deviation before further analyses.
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Table 1. Network properties used to calculate Euclidean distance between
ecosystems. The superscripted numbers indicate which eight properties that was
used for analyses of the 1: Adirondack, 2: Swedish, 3: Globalweb data sets.
Network Properties
Characteristic path length

Description
3

the mean distance of all paired shortest distances
between nodes in the systems
the mean fraction of all pair of nodes who links to the
same node and each other.
a measure of similarity in node linkage in the system. If
nodes with a certain number of links connects to other
nodes with a similar number of links.
the average number of links per node in the system

Cluster coefficient 3
Degree correlation 2, 3
Link density 1, 3
Max trophic level

the highest trophic level of the species in the system

Mean degrees

the mean number of links of each species

Mean max similarity
Mean similarity

the mean of all species maximum pairwise Jaccard
similarities
the mean of all species Jaccard similarities

Mean trophic level

average trophic level of the species in the system

Mean generality intermediates

average generality of the intermediate species in the
system
average generality of the top predators in the system

Mean generality top predators 1, 2
Motif apparant competition 3

the frequency of subsystems where a predator has two
prey
the frequency of subsystems where two predators has
the same prey
the frequency of subsystems with a three-step chain
where a predator hunt the species in both the following
trophic levels
the frequency of subsystems with a three-step chain of
trophic interactions
the proportion of basal species in the system

Motif explotative competition 1
Motif omnivory
Motif tri-trophic chain 1, 2, 3
Proportion basal species 2
Proportion basal species links 2

proportion of prey links connected to a basal species

Proportion herbivores 1, 3

the proportion of herbivores in the system

Proportion intemediary species
Proportion top predators
Proportion top predator links

1

2

Standard deviation of degrees 2
Standard deviation of generality 1
Standard deviation of max similarity
Standard deviation of similarity 1, 2, 3
Standard deviation of trophic level
Standard deviation of vulnerability

the proportion of intermediary species in the system
the proportion of top predators in the system
proportion of predation links connected to a top predator
the normalized standard deviation of links of each
species
the normalized standard deviation of predation links from
each species
the standard deviation of all species maximum pairwise
Jaccard similarities
the standard deviation of all species Jaccard similarities
the standard deviation of the trophic level of the species
in the system
the normalized standard deviation of prey links to each
species
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3.3 Food web diversity
Euclidean distance was used to compare the network structure of the groups in
each data set. The food webs of each group were represented as points in an
eight-dimensional coordinate system, where each network property were an
axis. The size of the multidimensional cluster of food webs was used as an
estimate of ecosystem diversity, where food webs in a group with a smaller size
are more similar to each other than the food webs in a group with a larger size.
To determine the size of the clusters, the spatial median was calculated for each
group. The spatial median is the multidimensional centroid which minimizes the
sum of Euclidean distances between the centroid and all food webs (Brown
1983, Gower 1974). The mean distance of all food webs to their group spatial
median (SMG) (Equation 1) was then used as an estimate of diversity. The
longer the mean distance, the more dissimilar are the food webs in the group
(Figure 1).

𝑚𝐸𝐷𝑗 =

𝑚
2
∑𝑛
𝑎=1 √∑𝑖=1(a𝑖𝑗 −SM𝐺,𝑖𝑗 )

𝑛𝑗

(1)

mEDj is the mean Euclidean distance between the a food webs (from 1 to n,
where n is the number of food webs in the group) that belong to group j, to the
group spatial median (SMG,j) with axes coordinates i (from 1 to m, where m is
the number of axes. For the Adirondack and Swedish data sets, the combined
spatial medians (SMC) were also calculated. That is the spatial median for all
food webs in each data set. Euclidean distances from all food webs in the data
set to the SMC was then calculated (Figure 1) and used in linear regressions.
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Figure 1. Illustration of Euclidean distance (ED) to a spatial median in two dimensions.
Each point is a food web in Group 1 (blue) or Group 2 (green) and the colored lines
are the Euclidean distances from each food web to its group spatial median (SM G). In
this example there is larger average distance between food webs in Group 2 and their
SMG (ED = 2.5) than between Group 1 and their SMG (ED = 1.6). This indicates that
there is a larger diversity at the ecosystem level in Group 2 than in Group 1. The striped
black lines are the Euclidean distances from all food webs to the combined spatial
median of both groups (SMC).

3.4 Robustness to species loss
To quantify the robustness of the ecosystems, a topological R50 method was
used (Curtsdotter et al. 2011, Dunne et al. 2002a, Ebenman and Jonsson 2005,
Jonsson et al. 2015). R50 compares the risks of secondary extinctions between
ecosystems. It was calculated in a stepwise process where a random species was
removed from the food web. All species that lost their only prey were then
removed. Then another random species was removed. This continued until 50 %
of all species in the ecosystems were lost. As the last removal often overshot 50
% of species lost, the R50 value was interpolated between the removals
immediately before and after 50 % (Curtsdotter et al. 2011). The process was
repeated 1000 times for each food web to estimate a mean R50 for each
ecosystem. As the food webs often differed in species number, the robustness of
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the ecosystem was then measured as the percentage of species that had to be
randomly removed (primary extinctions) before half the species in the
ecosystem had been lost.
3.5 Jaccard similarity
Potential differences in food web network structure diversity could be due to
group differences in species composition similarity. If the ecosystems of one
group share a higher proportion of species, it could lead to more similarities in
their network structure. To evaluate this, the Jaccard similarity index was
calculated between all possible pair of food webs in each group (Equation 2).
𝑠𝑖,𝑗 =

𝑐

(2)

𝑎+ 𝑏+𝑐

where si,j is the Jaccard similarity between lake i and j, c is the number of shared
species, a is species only existing in lake i and b being species only found in
lake j. The mean pairwise Jaccard similarity was then compared between the
groups.
3.6 Statistical analysis and software
To test if aquatic and terrestrial or species rich and species poor food webs
differed in mED, a permutation ANOVA for homogeneity of dispersions
(Anderson 2006, Anderson et al. 2006) was performed for each data set. The
test compared the Euclidean distances from the food webs to their SMG with a
univariate one-way ANOVA for each data set. To determine significance, 9999
permutations of the least-absolute-deviation residuals (Cade and Richards 1996)
were used instead of a F-distribution.
To determine if the results were reliable or depended solely on the specific eight
network properties that was analyzed (Table 1), 10 000 new combinations of
eight variables were randomly chosen from the 27 network properties. The
mean Euclidean distance to the spatial median was calculated and compared for
both groups in each data set using these new combinations of network
properties. The differences between the groups was compared without
significance tests.
To complement the permutation ANOVA, linear regressions was performed on
the Swedish and Adirondack data set. The regressions tested if the distances
from all food webs to the data set SMC depended on their species richness. The
six smallest (less than 40 species) food webs were removed from the Swedish
data set to fulfill linear regression assumptions of normality.
After comparing the multivariate dispersion of the groups their centroids were
analyzed. The mean values of the eight network properties for each group was
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used as an estimate of the group average topological network structure. The
distance between these centroids was used to compare if the network structure
differed between groups in a data set. This was analyzed with a PERMANOVA
(Anderson 2013). The test compares the sum of the squared Euclidean distances
from each food web to its group centroid (SSW) with the sum of squared
Euclidean distances from the group centroids to the overall data set centroid
(SSA) (Anderson 2001, Anderson and Walsh 2013). Significance was
determined with 9999 random permutations among the groups.
Robustness to species loss was analyzed in two tests. Differences in robustness
between the different groups were analyzed with a univariate one-way ANOVA
for each data set. To test if the robustness of food webs depended on the
distance to the SMC, linear regressions were performed for all data sets. To
minimize the effects of species richness, subsets of food webs with similar
number of species were used. The subset from the Adirondack data set were 20
food webs (30 – 45 species), the Swedish lakes were 39 food webs (70 – 85
species) and the globalweb subset were 28 food webs (20 – 35 species).
All statistics as well as the calculations of network properties, Euclidean
distance and robustness were made using R version 3.0.2 (R Core Team 2013).
The R packages taxize, igraph, cheddar, ICSNP and vegan were used
(Chamberlain et al. 2014, Csardi and Nepusz 2006, Hudson et al. 2014,
Nordhausen et al. 2012, Oksanen et al. 2015).
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4
Results
4.1 Ecosystem variation
There were significant differences between the average network structures of all
groups (Table 2).
Table 2. PERMANOVA for difference in average network structure between groups
of ecosystems. The multivariate location of the centroid from eight network
properties are compared between species rich (S > 36.5 for Adirondack, S > 75.5 for
Swedish) and poor (S < 36.5 for Adirondack, S < 75.5 for Swedish) lakes, and
between aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems.
dataset

df

SS

MS

Adirondack
lakes

big vs small

1

45.6

45.6

Residuals

46

330.4

7.183

Swedish
lakes

big vs small

1

66.65

66.650

Residuals

126

949.35

7.535

Globalweb

aquatic vs terrestrial

1

24.18

24.178

96

751.82

7.832

Residuals

Fmod

p

perm.

6.349

>0.001

9999

8.8459

>0.001

9999

3.087

0.005

9999

There are significant differences in structural variation between species rich and
poor lakes, both in the Adirondack and the Swedish data sets (Figure 2, Table
3). The small lakes consistently display higher Euclidean distance to their group
spatial medians for all 10 000 combinations of eight network properties.
Table 3. Permutation ANOVA for homogeneity of dispersions of ecosystems. The
variation in network structure of groups of species rich (S > 36.5 for Adirondack, S >
75.5 for Swedish) or species poor (S < 36.5 for Adirondack, S < 75.5 for Swedish)
and aquatic or terrestrial ecosystems are compared using their average Euclidean
distance to the group spatial medians.
Dataset

df

SS

MS

pF

p

perm.

11.361

0.001

9999

16.724

>0.001

9999

0.265

0.618

9999

Adirondack
lakes

rich vs poor

1

10.137

10.137

Residuals

46

41.047

0.892

Swedish
lakes

rich vs poor

1

19.745

19.745

Residuals

126

148.758

1.181

Globalweb

aquatic vs terrestrial

1

0.248

0.248

96

89.77

0.935

Residuals
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Figure 2. Top row: Boxplots of Euclidean distances to spatial medians for species
rich (green) and poor (blue) ecosystems for the Adirondack (a) and Swedish lake (b)
datasets and for aquatic (green) and terrestrial (blue) ecosystems (c) for the
Globalweb dataset. The whiskers display 1.5 IQR. Bottom row: Scatterplot of the
relative difference between the mean Euclidean distance to the group spatial median
for species poor and rich Adirondack (d) and Swedish (e) lakes and terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems (f). Each point is the percentage difference for a random
combination of 8 network properties. The green X displays the difference for the
least correlated combinations used in the analyses.

Linear regressions on the effect of ecosystem species richness on the ED to the
spatial median of the whole data set further indicates a significant relationship
between the variables (Table 4, Figure 3). The regressions tests might however
be seen as somewhat unreliable as the distances to the spatial median are not
completely independent from each other.
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Table 4. Summary of linear regressions of food web size (S) effect on distances to
spatial median for 50 Adirondack lakes and 118 Swedish lakes.
Dataset
Adirondack lakes

Swedish lakes

est.

std.error

t

R2

p

intercept

3.725

0.408

9.141

>0.001

S

-0.03

0.01

-2.971

0.005

19.684

0.247

79.607

>0.001

-0.03

0.003

-9.058

>0.001

intercept
S

0.1454

0.3915

Figure 3. The association between food web size and Euclidean distance to the
spatial median for 122 Swedish lakes and 48 Adirondack lakes.

There was no significant difference in network structure variation between
aquatic and the terrestrial networks. While the aquatic group displayed a slightly
higher mean distance to the spatial median, the terrestrial group had a larger
variation including both the shortest and longest distances. The 10 000
combinations of network properties showed a similar number of combinations
where the average distance was higher for the aquatic group (4788
combinations) and higher in the terrestrial group (5212 combinations) (Figure
2f). This indicates that some network properties vary more in aquatic food webs
while other vary more in the terrestrial group.
There were no large differences in species composition similarity between the
Adirondack groups. The average Jaccard similiarity was 32.2 % (sd = 3.13 %)
for the species poor lakes and 32.1 % (sd = 2.91 %) for the species rich lakes.
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4.2 Robustness to species loss
There were significant differences in robustness between groups in all tested
datasets (Table 5).
Table 5. ANOVA for differences in robustness between big and small and aquatic
and terrestrial food webs.
dataset

df

SS

MS

Adirondack
lakes

big vs small

1

0.133

0.133

Residuals

48

0.736

0.015

Swedish
lakes

big vs small

1

0.004

0.004

Residuals

124

0.046

0.000

Globalweb

aqua. vs ter.

1

0.034

0.003

Residuals

92

0.265

0.003

F

p

8.666

0.005

10.191

0.002

11.656

>0.001

The differences between the groups were quite small. The largest difference
where among the Globalweb food webs where the mean robustness value of
aquatic webs were 6 % larger than for terrestrial webs. The lake datasets
provided somewhat conflicting results with the larger ecosystems being more
robust for Adirondack lakes and the smaller ones among the Swedish lakes
(Table 6).
Table 6. Mean robustness to species loss. Robustness for an ecosystem is
calculated as the mean of 1000 replicates of R50*S-1. The maximum value is 0.5 if
no secondary extinctions occur.
dataset

N
124

Swedish lakes

50

Adirondack lakes

96

Globalweb ecosystems

mean
0.443

sd
0.02

0.454

0.018

0.437

0.049

0.394

0.045

0.392

0.057

0.354

0.05

Linear regressions deemed the effects of ED to the dataset spatial medians on
robustness insignificant with very low fit (Table 7).
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Table 7. Summary of linear regressions of Euclidean distance to spatial median
effects on robustness.
dataset
Adirondack
lakes

Swedish lakes

intercept

N

est.

20

0.432

0.023

18.906

>0.001

-0.003

0.005

-0.588

0.564

0.451

0.007

69.276

>0.001

-0.001

0.001

-0.789

0.435

distance
intercept
distance

39

SE

t

p

R2
0.018

0.017

5
Discussion
There were differences in network structure between all groups. The average
network structure (centroid location) differed in the comparisons within all
datasets (Table 2). These results were expected as previous studies has shown
that properties such as omnivory and cannibalism often is higher in aquatic than
terrestrial food webs (Dunne et al. 2004) and many network properties follow
power-law scaling relationships with the number of species (Dunne et al. 2002b,
Garlaschelli et al. 2003, Pascual and Dunne 2005, Riede et al. 2010). The
present analysis does however not detect exactly how the groups differ which
would require univariate analyses of the individual network properties.
Analyses of centroid location can in some cases be sensitive to heterogeneity in
dispersions, but PERMANOVA has been shown to be robust to this in balanced
designs (Anderson and Walsh 2013) which this study used.
The dispersion of network structures did not differ much between the aquatic
and terrestrial groups (Figure 2, Table 3). This does not mean that there are no
differences in network structure diversity between different ecosystem types.
The aquatic group contained rivers, lakes and marine food webs while the
terrestrial group contained e.g. forests, deserts and swamps. It is possible that
these coarse groupings led to large within-group variation that obfuscated
differences between the groups. With a larger quantity of food webs, it would
be better to compare more refined groups, such as comparing the diversity of
lake and stream food webs.
Both the group comparisons and the linear regressions indicates lower network
structure variation in species rich lakes from both the American Adirondack and
the Swedish data sets (Figure 2-3, Table 3-4). This is somewhat counterintuitive
as more species allow for more possible combinations of species interactions
within the food webs. The trends are very similar for both the datasets, even
though they have very different spans of species richness (mean = 73 for
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Swedish lakes, mean = 39 for the Adirondack lakes). As food web network
structure is linked to ecosystem functioning (Dobson et al. 2006, Hooper et al.
2005, Montoya et al. 2003) it is possible that there is a previously unforeseen
larger variety of ecosystem functions and services among smaller lakes than
larger ones. Different topological structures could also mean that ecosystems
respond differently to disturbances. One type of network structure might make
the ecosystem resilient to invading species while another might decrease the
risks of secondary extinctions after a species loss. Following this line of
thoughts, it might be worthwhile to consider the SLOSS debate (Diamond 1975,
Saunders et al. 1991). It could be that an area containing several small and
species poor lakes might provide a wider array of ecosystem services, as well as
a higher response diversity to disturbances, due to a larger diversity of network
structures than it would with fewer larger and species rich lakes. Further studies
using dynamic model food webs could probably investigate these types of
questions by measuring ecosystem responses to different disturbances. It would
also be interesting to try to connect specific topological properties of the food
webs to different ecosystem services and evaluate if the quantity and variety of
services differ depending on species richness.
An explanation for these differences in network structure diversity between
species rich and poor food webs could be that the lakes contain different subsets
of a regional species pool. Larger food webs could then be presumed to share a
larger proportion of their species than small ones, leading to more similar
network structure. This does not appear to be the case as there were no large
difference in species composition similarity between the species rich and the
species poor groups. It could however be that the effect of each single species
diminishes with increasing species richness. That in a small food web the
network structure is heavily dependent on the specific trophic interactions of its
species. If there are several highly specialized predators in the lake the resulting
structure will be very different compared to a lake with more generalists. In a
larger lake on the other hand, each predator will have a much smaller effect on
the overall food web structure and as the number of species grows, the structure
might become more similar.
Another explanation to differences in network structure diversity could be that
ecosystems have a limited number of network structures that can be realized.
Only a subset of all possible food web network structures produces stable
ecosystems. As network properties can be closely tied to stability measures such
as robustness or persistence (Dunne et al. 2002a, Melián and Bascompte 2002,
Stouffer and Bascompte 2011) it might be that there only is a few network
structure archetypes capable of maintaining stable ecosystems. That large
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deviations from these could lead to instability, extinctions and eventual
ecosystem collapse. Furthermore, the size of deviations that still allow for stable
food webs with stability might depend on species richness.
May (1973) started a long lived debate whether species richness would increase
or decrease stability of ecosystems (McCann 2000). If the conclusion that an
increasing number of species would destabilize the ecosystem is true, it could
be possible that the number of possible stable network structures also decreases.
It might be that the multivariate centroid (the spatial median) of the network
properties for the species poor group is more lenient to variation in network
structure. That these ecosystems can be stable with larger divergences from the
average network structure than the species the rich group. As the groups appear
to differ in centroid location it is possible that while a higher dispersion around
the median is sustainable for the species poor group, it would lead to ecosystem
instability for the species rich group. If there are certain network structures that
are stable while most other would lead to an ecosystem collapse, it is perhaps
similar to the theory of stabilizing evolution (Schmalhauzen 1949). According
to this theory phenotypes more similar to a population mean would be favored
while divergences would provide disadvantages leading to less reproductive
success for an individual. Likewise, most food webs would closely resemble a
stable average network topology while the most dissimilar ones would be at
higher risk of extinctions and collapse. This could then possibly be discovered
by investigating the relationship between food web similarity to the average
structure (spatial median) and its robustness. The results in this thesis found no
significant correlation between robustness and similarity to the average network
structure (Table 7). The analysis was however done on empirical food webs that
are expected to be stable as they still exist. Empirical food webs also limit the
available methods of analysis as the population dynamics are unknown. The
topological R50 method is easily computed but has disadvantages such as not
being able to capture top-down cascades, which potentially could have large
effects on secondary extinctions (Curtsdotter et al. 2011, Eklöf and Ebenman
2006). Instead, using dynamic food webs might allow measurements of
ecosystem stability with complete control of the network structure variation, to
further investigate the effects of species richness. However, studies have shown
that topological analyses can provide similar trends in robustness as dynamic
models, although perhaps not at the same absolute level (Jonsson et al. 2015).
There were significant differences in robustness between all analyzed groups
(Table 5). Aquatic food webs were a bit more robust than terrestrial ones which
has also been indicated in previous studies (Dunne et al. 2004, Montoya et al.
2003). As the groups also differ in network structure it is probable that the
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robustness depend on differences in some network properties. Earlier studies
has also shown that increasing species richness is one of many factors that
increase the proportion of secondary extinctions (Riede et al. 2011). This was
not possible to confirm in the present study as the Swedish and Adirondack
lakes provided conflicting results. For the Swedish lakes, the species poor
ecosystems were more robust while the species rich lakes were more robust
among the Adirondack food webs. The differences in robustness were however
very small and might possibly stem from other confounding factors such as
survey methods, environmental differences between the datasets or the
differences in the methods used to compose the food webs.
The Swedish food webs were created with species lists from surveys of testfishing, littoral fauna and phytoplankton. This resulted in networks with high
resolution for the surveyed groups, often to species level but at the cost of
complete absence of other groups such as macrophytes and zooplankton. This
makes it hard to compare these food webs to networks from other data sets but
they should work well for within-group analyses. As all food webs are surveyed
using the same ISO standards, they should theoretically be comparable and give
the same amount of information for each lake. Adding more data from surveys
of the missing organism groups could potentially make these food webs more
reliable than many published ones. The database of trophic interactions (Gray et
al. 2015b) is however still incomplete and a too high resolution results in a lot
of species without any interactions at all. A too low resolution on the other hand
might change the network structures of the food webs as several species
becomes aggregated together with the same interactions. In this study it was
possible to use a species or genera resolution for most species which is
comparable to many published food webs. The very large number of identified
phytoplankton species did however make it necessary to lower the resolution to
the level of order, or almost all interactions would be to the basal species. While
this affected the network structure of the food webs it does not necessarily
affect the differences between the groups within the dataset. A high number of
basal species would also affect the robustness calculations as the topological
R50 method is unable to remove them as secondary extinctions.
5.1 Conclusion
Multivariate dispersions of network properties can be used as a measurement of
ecosystem diversity. This method can easily be applied to other types of
ecosystem interactions such as pollination or parasite-host networks. It is also
possible to investigate environmental effects, e.g. if temperature increases or
eutrophication might lead to a decrease in food web structure diversity.
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While differences in network structure diversity was found between species rich
and species poor food webs more investigation is needed to determine the
effects of species richness. Dynamic model food webs would probably be a
good start to try and clarify the cause of the differences. It would also be
interesting to other types of interaction networks such as pollination or parasitehost systems to see if they show similar trends.
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Plots of the mean Euclidean distance (mED) to the spatial median for aquatic
and terrestrial ecosystems (a1, a2), species rich and poor Adirondack lakes (b1,
b2) and species rich and poor Swedish lakes (c1, c2). The effects of increasing
the number of network properties was analyzed using a step-wise process. First
three network properties was chosen at random and used to calculate the
average ED to the spatial median for each group. This was repeated for a total
of 1000 of combinations of three network properties. The mean and standard
deviation average ED to the spatial median of the 1000 combinations was
plotted for both groups. Then the process was repeated for 1000 combinations
of 4 to 26 network properties.
The right column plots (a2, b2, c2) display the relative difference in mean
average Euclidean distance for the groups. The mean values from one group
was divided with the mean values of the other group. There seem to be no large
change in relative difference between the groups with increasing number of
network properties.
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Appendix B
Globalweb food webs
List of the food webs from the Globalweb database that were used in the analysis. Identification
number from Globalweb is presented together with the number of species, connectance and
grouping. More information about the food webs can be found in the Current Food Web List at
www.globalwebdb.com.
web ID

S

C

Group

S

C

2

15

0,116

aquatic

web ID
100

22

0,122

Group
terrestrial

4

13

0,154

terrestrial

101

6

0,139

aquatic

5

7

0,122

terrestrial

107

10

0,140

aquatic

8

15

0,111

terrestrial

109

21

0,129

aquatic

12

13

0,154

aquatic

111

19

0,100

aquatic

14

8

0,156

terrestrial

112

14

0,087

aquatic

15

9

0,136

terrestrial

115

46

0,041

aquatic

18

27

0,056

terrestrial

117

13

0,089

aquatic

20

19

0,083

terrestrial

122

9

0,099

terrestrial

22

28

0,078

terrestrial

123

133

0,024

terrestrial

23

15

0,120

terrestrial

128

14

0,082

aquatic

24

12

0,125

terrestrial

129

13

0,130

terrestrial

25

25

0,062

terrestrial

135

5

0,240

aquatic

26

34

0,052

terrestrial

137

11

0,116

aquatic

27

22

0,081

terrestrial

140

7

0,163

terrestrial

28

45

0,024

terrestrial

141

9

0,099

terrestrial

29

22

0,072

aquatic

142

7

0,163

terrestrial

33

34

0,045

aquatic

179

9

0,160

terrestrial

36

22

0,079

terrestrial

180

47

0,029

terrestrial

37

25

0,075

aquatic

182

90

0,019

terrestrial

39

37

0,055

aquatic

183

36

0,038

terrestrial

40

11

0,124

terrestrial

203

15

0,191

aquatic

42

16

0,172

terrestrial

204

33

0,050

aquatic

43

21

0,093

aquatic

205

24

0,158

aquatic

44

12

0,201

aquatic

206

29

0,125

aquatic

47

27

0,069

terrestrial

213

34

0,097

aquatic

54

15

0,098

aquatic

243

39

0,068

aquatic

58

18

0,068

terrestrial

246

60

0,042

aquatic

59

30

0,073

terrestrial

249

40

0,116

aquatic

61

9

0,136

terrestrial

254

39

0,163

aquatic

62

12

0,090

terrestrial

259

26

0,152

aquatic

63

18

0,231

aquatic

262

22

0,171

aquatic

64

19

0,078

aquatic

264

12

0,132

terrestrial

67

21

0,141

terrestrial

269

16

0,195

aquatic

69

29

0,087

aquatic

277

8

0,172

aquatic

71

16

0,125

aquatic

308

51

0,055

aquatic

81

12

0,132

aquatic

311

154

0,016

terrestrial

83

25

0,107

aquatic

340

24

0,066

aquatic

26

85

27

0,067

terrestrial

341

46

0,062

aquatic

86

16

0,145

aquatic

344

31

0,045

terrestrial

91

10

0,130

terrestrial

350

26

0,061

aquatic

92

18

0,056

terrestrial

353

16

0,215

aquatic

93

26

0,104

terrestrial

354

44

0,113

terrestrial

94

12

0,132

terrestrial

356

20

0,140

aquatic

95

10

0,120

terrestrial

358

14

0,230

terrestrial

Swedish food webs
List of the lakes used to compose Swedish food webs for the analysis. EU Identification number is
presented together with the number of species, connectance and grouping used in the analysis.
EU ID

Group

EU ID

EU615365-134524

S
75

C
0.060

species poor

EU656263-156963

71

0.093

species poor

EU615375-137087

88

0.075

species rich

EU656419-164404

76

0.095

species rich

EU617797-135339

96

0.086

species rich

EU656590-164240

63

0.126

species poor

EU622803-144609

68

0.125

species poor

EU656612-164132

59

0.123

species poor

EU623161-142148

56

0.165

species poor

EU656664-164238

45

0.183

species poor

EU623175-146111

71

0.098

species poor

EU656804-128027

55

0.079

species poor

EU623304-145888

63

0.092

species poor

EU658086-130264

79

0.099

species rich

EU623624-141149

70

0.125

species poor

EU659105-133982

67

0.080

species poor

EU624015-143187

56

0.109

species poor

EU660688-164478

84

0.078

species rich

EU624038-143063

70

0.126

species poor

EU660749-161885

98

0.094

species rich

EU624421-147234

92

0.097

species rich

EU661521-130182

63

0.074

species poor

EU624718-141590

83

0.092

species rich

EU662682-132860

69

0.096

species poor

EU627443-149526

83

0.127

species rich

EU663216-148449

65

0.085

species poor

EU628606-133205

98

0.101

species rich

EU663365-161779

93

0.091

species rich

EU629489-133906

72

0.081

species poor

EU663532-148571

78

0.138

species rich

EU629570-135470

51

0.133

species poor

EU663907-156927

105

0.076

species rich

EU630558-134327

14

0.107

species poor

EU664197-149337

95

0.090

species rich

EU630605-144655

79

0.101

species rich

EU664410-136192

47

0.118

species poor

EU631360-146750

70

0.112

species poor

EU664620-148590

70

0.079

species poor

EU632023-131345

55

0.098

species poor

EU665175-157559

82

0.073

species rich

EU632231-136476

73

0.124

species poor

EU665654-149206

99

0.068

species rich

EU632515-146675

60

0.113

species poor

EU666268-142230

68

0.102

species poor

EU633025-142267

109

0.088

species rich

EU667151-149602

86

0.105

species rich

EU633209-141991

78

0.085

species rich

EU670275-146052

70

0.093

species poor

EU633344-130068

94

0.063

species rich

EU672467-148031

81

0.088

species rich

EU633738-142203

58

0.130

species poor

EU672729-138082

70

0.109

species poor

EU633989-140731

76

0.106

species rich

EU674570-141911

70

0.086

species poor

EU634180-133441

79

0.091

species rich

EU677506-156174

78

0.128

species rich

EU635878-137392

86

0.103

species rich

EU680235-141799

61

0.107

species poor

EU637120-145525

77

0.101

species rich

EU683337-133785

39

0.173

species poor

EU637121-151366

87

0.113

species rich

EU683421-133742

48

0.148

species poor

EU638085-138862

24

0.141

species poor

EU683582-154935

80

0.093

species rich

EU638317-138010

85

0.080

species rich

EU683673-154083

101

0.097

species rich

27

S

C

Group

EU638665-129243

64

0.109

species poor

EU690345-149315

98

0.081

species rich

EU638725-146677

76

0.112

species rich

EU690617-134197

85

0.083

species rich

EU639047-149701

79

0.090

species rich

EU691365-156127

92

0.079

species rich

EU640364-129240

87

0.084

species rich

EU694291-154626

23

0.085

species poor

EU640609-148673

45

0.159

species poor

EU694411-155613

61

0.077

species poor

EU641603-144848

26

0.118

species poor

EU695220-143383

81

0.074

species rich

EU642008-168013

57

0.100

species poor

EU698860-135948

39

0.115

species poor

EU642122-148744

69

0.084

species poor

EU698918-158665

85

0.085

species rich

EU642489-151724

81

0.099

species rich

EU704082-148125

89

0.074

species rich

EU642555-168553

90

0.089

species rich

EU704955-159090

74

0.061

species poor

EU643361-130371

68

0.089

species poor

EU706083-132287

79

0.070

species rich

EU643914-127698

64

0.135

species poor

EU706672-167201

53

0.154

species poor

EU644463-139986

57

0.154

species poor

EU707669-170020

41

0.202

species poor

EU644964-128088

55

0.100

species poor

EU708512-152086

63

0.098

species poor

EU644987-152393

94

0.084

species rich

EU708619-162132

93

0.084

species rich

EU645289-128665

132

0.074

species rich

EU709218-169710

57

0.131

species poor

EU646293-126302

65

0.132

species poor

EU711365-171748

81

0.082

species rich

EU647050-130644

59

0.122

species poor

EU713131-144608

78

0.059

species rich

EU649314-149514

67

0.095

species poor

EU713404-172465

67

0.124

species poor

EU650061-142276

100

0.083

species rich

EU716717-158596

79

0.061

species rich

EU650398-139136

83

0.073

species rich

EU718150-168580

76

0.088

species rich

EU651573-152481

109

0.072

species rich

EU728271-157578

68

0.083

species poor

EU652412-143738

82

0.082

species rich

EU728744-162653

101

0.070

species rich

EU652707-159032

94

0.080

species rich

EU731799-151196

83

0.090

species rich

EU652902-125783

68

0.130

species poor

EU733110-182955

64

0.092

species poor

EU653737-125017

82

0.073

species rich

EU741340-153576

66

0.099

species poor

EU654508-127219

54

0.094

species poor

EU742829-183168

79

0.075

species rich

EU655209-126937

45

0.160

species poor

EU744629-167999

111

0.072

species rich

EU655275-153234

75

0.100

species rich

EU751252-175433

51

0.073

species poor

EU655587-158869

106

0.089

species rich

EU758208-161749

78

0.061

species rich

EU656206-159170

83

0.073

species rich

EU655863-129783

72

0.080

species poor
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